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                 solve the question and show step by procedure used                solve the question and show step by procedure used

                /  MA TH 136 -Worksheet Packet #2  Fall 2019-Sections 2.5-2.7, 3.1-3.3  25 points total  I. Solve . (2 points) s 11 -3x 1- 7 = 33  2. Solve. (2 points) .J2 x+ 5 +3 = 12  3. Solve the quadratic-type equation. (3 points)  Nam e ------------- 1. ------- 2. -- ------ 2 I  x3 +4 x3 -45=0 3. ------- - I  4. Sol ve the inequality, and write your answer in interval notation . (2 points)  4x-l -5 < -- $ -3 6  MATH 136 -Worksheet Packet #2  4. ------- 5. Solve the inequality. Graph the solution set and write it in interval notation. (3 points )  21x+51~6   6 1 e e 10  21) (~,-17)u(-5,l) *requires sign chart  3 3 3 9 22) y+3 =- 2(x-5) or y =- 2(x-3) ; y =- 2x+ 2  23a) {-4,2)  23b) 2..Jfj  24) (-2-245, o), (-2+2 ✓5, o)  25a) (2,JO)u(l 0, ao)  2Sb) (-42)u(2,8)u(8,ao)  26) lt+ M-9             
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                Fast and convenient

                Simply post your question and get it answered by professional tutor within 30 minutes. It's as simple as that!
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                Any topic, any difficulty

                We've got thousands of tutors in different areas of study who are willing to help you with any kind of academic assignment, be it a math homework or an article. 
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                100% Satisfied Students

                Join 3,4 million+ members who are already getting homework help from StudyDaddy!
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